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Abstract

How does the presence of government-controlled media affect polit-
ical outcomes? What happens when the state monopoly is broken by
the introduction of commercial television? We develop a retrospective
voting model in which voters are risk-averse and they are uncertain
about the ability of politicians. In equilibrium the amount of effort
that the incumbent exerts in favor of aparticular socio-economic group
depends on the share of informed voters within that group. Ex ante
the incumbent selects the intensity of television coverage for different
socio-economic groups. If there is only state television, the incumbent
provides non-zero news coverage for each group and he tends to equal-
ize the share of informed voters across groups. The introduction of
commercial television tends to un-do the equalizing effort of the gov-
ernment. The effect on a particular socio-economic group depends on
the characteristics of group members’ demand for news as opposed to
televised entertainment. We examine evidence from Sweden and from
the Eurobarometer.

Broadcasting is an exceptional industry. Unlike most other consumer
goods and services, in most countries the state is still directly involved in
the production of television programs. In the average Western European
country about 50% of the five television channels with the largets audience
are state-owned. This proportion increases to 70% in East Asia/Oceania,
85% in Africa, and 94% in the Middle East. The most notable exception is
the United States in which the five largest channels are all privately owned
(Djankov et al.).

While state television plays an important, it is not as important as it was
in the past. [INSERT DATA ON INCREASE IN COMMERCIAL TV]. It
would be important to understand how this trend towards commercialization
of broadcasting affects our societies. This paper focuses on the effect of this
phenomenon on the political sphere. In particular we study the degree of
information of citizens on political matters.

The existing comparisons between state broadcasting and commercial
broadcasting are based on the assumption that the former is managed by a
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benevolent planner.1 But, as we shall argue briefly, in today’s democracies
state broadcasting is to some degree under the control of elected govern-
ments. Moreover, mass media play an important role in ensuring govern-
ment accountability. We thus face an interplay between elected politicians,
an electorate that derives information from mass media, and a mass media
industry that is in part government controlled. The present paper is a first
step towards modeling this complex interplay with political economy tools.

To understand the relationship between government and government-
owned broadcasting, it is instructive to examine the governance structure
of the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). Being the first state-owned
broadcaster and one of the most respected, the BBC model has represented
a blueprint for state television across the world. The BBC is overseen by a
Board of Governors who: (1) Sets key objectives; (2) appoints the Director
General and the members of the Executive Committee; (3) Approves strat-
egy and monitors performance. The twelve BBC Governors are formally
appointed by the Queen but they are in practice chosen by the government.
The BBC is mostly financed through a television licence fee, which is paid
by households. The fee level is set by the government.2

On the one hand, it is widely accepted that the BBC enjoys a high level of
journalistic independence. It is often critical of goverment policy, sometimes
in a harsh adversarial fashion — witness its recent reporting on evidence of
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. On the other hand, there is no doubt
that the government, through the Board of Governors, has some control on
what the BBC does. By setting the key objectives (and appointing people
who agree with them), the Board influences the focus of BBC programming.
A typical key objective is to increase the audience share in certain segments
of the population. For instance, in 2001/2 the board asked the BBC to
increase coverage for the young and for ethnic minorities. To comply with
this key objective, the BBC has plans to launch a new channel aimed at a
young audience (BBC3), a digital services targeting the black community
and a digital service targeting the Asian community (BBC [2, p. 13]).

At the risk of oversimplification, we will define the BBC model of state
television as one in which the government has some ex ante control on re-
source allocation but no ex post control on news production. The gov-
ernment has a say on total budget and on how different segments of the
population should be covered. But once the key objectives are in place,

1Coase [4] argued that broadcasting is an inherently non-excludable good and it is
likely to be underprovided by the private sector. A factor that Coase did not predict
was the stunning growth of television advertising revenues, which potentially undermine
the underprovision critique. Anderson and Coate [1] provide a comprehensive analysis of
possible market failures in advertising-financed commercial broadcasting, and they show
that there may be both underprovision and overprovision. They also discuss the effect of
introducing technology that makes broadcasting excludable (pay television).

2 Information about the governance of the BBC is available on:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/running/.
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there is full journalistic freedom. Our stylized BBC model is clearly not the
only possible view of state broadcasting. One could assume that the gov-
ernment has ex post control as well: it is able to suppress news after events
occur. This more pessimistic take on the media is explored in Besley and
Prat [3]. Here, we wish to analyze what is perhaps the best-case scenario of
government-controlled television.3

The BBC model is the starting point of our political economy analysis.
Television viewers are divided into socio-economic groups. Viewers in each
group are interested in particular public goods. For instance, parents of
young children are more affected by education, senior citizens are more in-
terested in health care, etc. The government decides the amount of resources
the state television should devote to covering news that affect a particular
socio-economic group. The coverage level determines how much viewers
know about provision of the public good that is relevant to their group.
The government can only influence coverage. Once resources are in place,
journalists will report freely even when their findings hurt the government.

We use a two-period retrospective voting model. In the first period,
an incumbent is exogenously in power and there is uncertainty about the
incumbent’s ability. Ability, together with effort, determines the amount
of public good that the incumbent provides to each socio-economic group.
While ability is constant, the incumbent can differentiate effort exertion
across groups (effort can be interpreted as avoiding rent extraction). In the
beginning of the second period, there is an election in which voters choose
between the incumbent and a challegner of unknown quality. Voters are risk
averse (in the amount of public good they consume). Therefore, on average
they prefer an incumbent of known quality to an unknown challenger.

A first set of results describes the political equilibrium for a given cov-
erage. The higher the coverage in a certain socio-economic group, the more
effort the incumbent will exert for that group, the higher the amount of
public good provided. Overall, a higher share of informed voters also in-
creases the ex ante probability that the incumbent is re-elected. Because of
voter risk-aversion, an incumbent who does not know his type benefits from
committing to revealing information about himself.

Given the results above, one can see what happens if there is only state
television. The incumbent decides how much coverage to provide to every
socio-economic group. By increasing coverage, the incumbent increases both
his re-election probability and his effort exertion. Given a effort cost function
with the usual properties, the incumbent chooses to provide partial coverage.
Moreover, the incumbent tries to equalize information across socio-economic
groups. If some groups are more informed for exogenous reasons, they receive

3Obviously, there could exist a state-owned television over which the government has
no control. However, it is difficult to imagine who the management of such an organization
would be accountable to. Would voters elect them directly? Would they be appointed by
co-optation?
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less coverage from state television.
We can also predict what happens when the state monopoly is broken.

Commercial television brings more news and more entertainment (the selfish
incumbent has no reason to produce entertainment programs). The entry
of commercial competitors makes it harder for the government to achieve
their information equalization goal. Now, viewers who are under-targeted
by state television can turn to commercial news broadcasts and viewers who
are over-targeted can switch to commercial entertainment. As a result, voter
information tends to be more unequal. Socio-economic groups with many
news viewers become more informed and hence they receive a higher level
of public good provision. Instead, groups with many entertainment viewers
become less informed and lose out on public good provision.

Empirical bit [TO DO]
Related Literature [TO DO]
The next two sections provide a theoretical analysis. Section 1 examines

the political game for a given coverage vector. We construct and analyze a
two-period retrospective voting model. We consider both sincere and pivotal
voting. Section 2 endogenizes news provision. The incumbent chooses the
coverage of state television. Commercial broadcasters maximize profit. We
first consider a scenario in which only the state channel is active. Then, we
analyze what happens when commercial news and commercial entertainment
are introduced. Section 3 considers the available evidence [TO DO]. Section
4 concludes [TO DO]

1 Exogenous Information

In this section we take voter information as exogenous and we study the
political equilibrium. The result is a mapping from a vector of information
levels into a vector of political outcomes, including equilibrium payoffs for
the government. This mapping can then be used in the rest of the paper to
analyze the government incentives in selecting coverage levels.

Our political game is a modification of a standard two-period retrospec-
tive voting setting (See Persson-Tabellini [6, Chapter 4] for an overview).
The main feature is that the population is divided into various social groups
which value public goods in a different way. The players are: voters, an
incumbent who is exogenously in power in the first period, a challenger
who appears in second period. At the beginning of the second period voters
decide whether to re-elect the incumbent or replace him with the challenger.

Voters are divided into M socio-economic groups. Group i has mass
ni. Total mass is

P
ni = 1. All voters in group i have the same income yi.

Voters’ payoffs are additive over the two periods and there is no discounting.
In period 1 voter j belonging to group i receives utility

u (yi) + v (xij) ,
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where u and v are twice differentiable and concave. The two components yi
and xij capture respectively private and public consumption. As we shall
see, private consumption plays no role in retrospective voting but it will be
important later on when we examine demand for news. Public consumption
is given by

xij = gi + βj + η,

where:

• gi is the level of public good provision (to be discussed shortly);

• βj is an idiosyncratic preference shock about the incumbent that af-
fects the utility that voter j derives from the incumbent. It is inde-
pendent across voters (and across voter groups) and it is uniformly
ditributed on

£−12B, 12B¤ where B > 2;

• η is a systematic preference shock about the incumbent that affects all
voters in the same way. It is uniformly distributed on

£−12 , 12¤.
In period 2, voters payoffs depend on whether the voters have chosen the

incumbent or the challenger. Income is unchanged. The payoff of voter i in
group j is

u (yi) + v (xij2)

If the incumbent is re-elected, public consumption is

xij2 = gi2 + βj + η,

where gi2 will be discussed shortly and the preference shocks βj and η are the
same as in the first period. If the challenger is elected, public consumption
is:

xij2 = gci2,

where gi2 will be discussed shortly (fgor simplicity, we assume that the
challenger is not affected by preference shocks).

The incumbent is characterized by type θ which is uniformly distributed
on
£−12t, 12t¤ with t ∈ [0, t̄]. For technical reasons, we assume that t̄ < 1

2−T ,
where T is the unique solution of v (T ) = E [v (θ)] (this in turn imposes a
bound on the curvature of v — the voter cannot be too risk-averse).

In the first period the incumbent chooses an effort vector e = (e1, ..., eM)
with ei ≥ 0. The effort, together with the innate ability, determine the level
of public good provision for group i:

gi = θ + ei.

If the incumbent is re-elected, in the second period she chooses another effort
vector e2 = (e12, ..., eM2) with ei2 ≥ 0. The public good level for grouo i is

gi2 = θ + ei2.
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The challenger has a type as well, θc, which has the same distribution as
(but is independent of) θ. If elected, the challenger selects an effort vector
ec2 = (e

c
12, ..., e

c
M2) and the public good level for group i is

gci2 = θc + eci2.

The incumbent’s payoff is½ −12Pi nie
2
i if he is not re-elected

w − 1
2

P
i nie

2
i − 1

2

P
i nie

2
i2 if he is re-elected

,

where w is a positive parameter that measures the benefit — material or
psychological — of being in power. It is a dominant strategy for the incum-
bent to put no effort in the second period. In every equilibrium ei2 = 1
and gi2 = θ. The challenger receives payoff w − 1

2

P
i nie

c
i2 if he is elected

and zero otherwise. Like the incumbent, also the challenger always exerts
minimal effort, and gci2 = θc.

In the beginning of the game, the ability type θ is unknown to everybody,
including the incumbent. At the end of period 1, every voter j receives a
signal zj = βj + η. The voter knows what his preference shock for the
incumbent is but she cannot disentangle the idiosyncratic and the systemic
component. In every group i a share si of voters also observe gi. All si’s
are common knowledge among voters and candidates. The voters who only
observe zj are called uninformed, while the ones who know the public good
level as well are called informed. Voters do not observe effort.

To summarize, timing is:

Period 1 — Nature selects θ, which remains unknown.

— Incumbent selects effort vector e. gi is realized

— In every group i, a share 1−si of voters are uninformed and they
observe only βj + η. A share si of voters are informed and they
observe gi and βj + η.

Period 2 — Voters vote for the incumbent or the challenger;

— If the incumbent wins, gi2 is realized. If the challenger wins, gci2
is realized.

As there is a continuum of voters, there are multiple subgame perfect
equilibria. We focus on two classes: sincere equilibria and pivotal equilibria.
In a sincere equilibrium (also called naive equilibrium), each voter selects the
candidate that provides her with the higher expected utility. In a pivotal
equilibrium (also called sophisticated equilibrium), each voter selects the
candidate that provides her with the higher expected utility conditional on
the event that the voter’s ballot is pivotal on deciding the election. In our
model, the two equilibria turn out to be qualitatively similar but the sincere
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equilibrium is much simpler to compute and it yields a nice closed form
solution. We study the sincere equilibrium in this section and we use it
throughout the text. We discuss the pivotal equilibrium in the appendix.

We prove:

Proposition 1 Let T be the unique solution of v (T ) = E [v (θ)]. In a pure-
strategy sincere equilibrium, the incumbent selects effort

e∗i = wsi.

An informed voter j in group i votes for the incumbent if and only if

zj + gi − wsi ≥ −T.

An uninformed voter j re-elects the incumbent if and only if

zj ≥ 0.

The incumbent is re-elected with probability

P (e∗) =
1

2
+ sT.

Proof. In a sincere equilibrium, voters vote for the politician who pro-
vides higher second period expected utility. An uninformed voter prefers
the incumbent if

E
£
v
¡
θ + βj + η

¢¤ ≥ E [v (θc)] ,

which implies
βj + η ≥ 0

as θ and θc have the same distribution.
Consider now an informed voter in group i who believes that the incum-

bent’s type is bθi. He prefers the incumbent if
v
³
θ̂i + βj + η

´
≥ E [v (θc)] ,

or equivalently,
θ̂i + zj ≥ φ (E [v (θc)]) ≡ −T < 0

where φ = v−1. Jensen’s inequality guarantees that T > 0.
An informed voter in i observes gi = θi + ei. If the voter conjectures

that the incumbent exerts effort bei, her belief on θi is

θ̂i = gi − bei = θ + ei − bei.
She re-elects the incumbent if and only if

βj + η ≥ bei − θ − ei − T.
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Given θ̂i and η, the probability that an informed voter in i votes for the
incumbent is

Pr
³
zj ≥ −θ̂i − T |η

´
= Pr

³
βj ≥ −η − θ̂i − T

´
=

1

2
+
1

B

³
η + θ̂i + T

´
and the probability that an uninformed voter chooses the incumbent is

Pr
£
βj ≥ η

¤
=
1

2
+
1

B
η

By the Law of Large Numbers, the incumbent’s share of votes in group i is

Si =
1

2
+
1

B
η +

1

B
si

³
θ̂i + T

´
The incumbent is elected if and only if

P
i niSi ≥ 1

2 , which corresponds to

1

B
η +

1

B

X
i

nisi

³
θ̂i + T

´
≥ 0

or
η +

X
i

nisiθ̂i + sT ≥ 0

Therefore, the probability that the incumbent is elected is

Pr

Ã
η ≥ −

X
i

nisiθ̂i − sT

!
=

1

2
+
X
i

nisiθ̂i + sT

=
1

2
+ sθ +

X
i

nisi (ei − bei) + sT

The incumbent does not know θ, whose expected value is zero. Thus, the
expected probability of winning given effort is

P (e) =
1

2
+
X
i

nisi (ei − bei) + sT.

The incumbent solves

max
e

wP (e)− 1
2

X
i

nie
2
i

with first-order condition
e∗i = wsi

In equilibrium it must be that e∗ = ê. Then

P (e∗) =
1

2
+ sT.
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Proposition 1 captures the incumbency informational advantage.. In-
formed voters observe public good provision to their group gi. In equilib-
rium, they also know the effort that the incumbent puts, e∗i . They can
then infer the incumbent’s type θ perfectly. Informed voter know exactly
what utility they would get from the incumbent if he is re-elected but they
are uncertain about the challenger’s type. The challenger’s expected public
good provision is zero. The incumbent’s expected public good provision is
zj + gi − e∗i . Informed voter j is indifferent between the incumbent and the
challenger if

v (zj + gi − e∗i ) = E [v (θc)] ,

but, by the definition of T , this is true when

zj + gi − e∗i = −T.

The term T represents the strength of the incumbency advantage. If v is
linear, T is zero and an informed voter is indifferent between the incumbent
and the challenger if the public good level that the incumbent would provide
equals the expected level that the challenger would provide. If v is concave,
the bias T is strictly positive. A risk-averse informed voter strictly prefers
the incumbent if both the incumbent and the challenger provide the same
expected public good level. The voter is indifferent if the incumbent pro-
vides T units of public good less than the challenger is expected to provide.
Although ex ante the incumbent and the challenger provide the same ex-
pected level of public good, informed voters are more likely to vote for the
former.

Instead, uninformed voters do not know the incumbent’s type and they
do not have an incumbency bias. They only know the realization of the
preference variable zj and they vote for the incumbent if the realization is
greater than zero, which happens with probability 1

2 .
Note that there is no contradiction between the fact that uninformed

voters prefer the incumbent 50% of the time while informed voters prefer
him more often and the observation that both types of voters have the same
ex ante expected utility from the incumbent. TO BE CONTINUED...

In equilibrium, informed voters know the type θ of the incumbent be-
cause they observe public good provision

which For the same expected value, risk aversion make voters prefer
the candidate they know to the one they do not know. We have assumed
that there are no preference shocks on the challenger. If there were, the
incumbency advantage would be higher.
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2 News Provision

We now make voter information endogenous. Television channels — public
and commercial — provide voters with news about the incumbent’s perfor-
mance.

This section is divided in three parts. We first propose and dicuss a
behavioral model of viewer choice. Then, we use the model to study a
world in which only state television is allowed. The main result is that the
government strives to equalize information across voters. Finally, we see
what happens when commercial television appears and begins to compete
with public broadcasting. The share of informed voters in a socio-economic
group may increase or decrease depending on the characteristics of that
particular group. We identifies condition under which the presence of private
broadcasting leads to more or less information inequality across voters.

2.1 A model of viewing and programming

How do people decide what TV programs they watch? To the best of our
knowledge, there is no formal theory of television viewing choice. We propose
here a simple behavioral model.

The state television produces a news program for every socio-economic
group. Let σi ∈ [0, 1] denote the coverage provided by the news program
for group i. We can view coverage in several ways: the quality of the news
program offered to group i, the number of news program that cover issues
relevant to group i, or the air time devoted to news for group i. The state
television decides a vector of coverage levels σ = {σ1, ..., σn}.

Viewers are divided in two groups: news lovers and entertainment lovers.
Let hi ∈ [0, 1] be the share of news lovers in socio-economic group i. A news
lover in i watches the news with probability σi. An entertainment lover
finds an alternative source of entertainment with probability ε̄ ∈ [0, 1], and
he watches the news with probability (1− ε̄)σi.

Following the BBC model, we assume that news programs are truthful.
If a voter watches the news, he becomes informed. The share of informed
voters in group i is thus

si = (hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄))σi.

News coverage is expensive. The cost of providing group i with coverage
level σi is k

2σ
2
pn , where k ≥ 0 is a cost parameter.

Behind our simple behavioral model there is an important assumption,
which is worth spelling out. Our viewers “forget” that they are also voters
when they are sitting in front ot the television set. They do so in two senses.
First, they are not strategic. They do not choose whether to watch the news
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or not based on a desire to influence election outcomes.4 Second, even if we
assume that viewers are purely selfish when they watch the news, the “fun”
they get from it may depend on the characteristics of the election. For
instance, a close race may be more intriguing than a predictable one.

While our viewership model is arbitrary and simplistic, it is not obvious
to see in what directions our results will be modified if different assumptions
were made. Clearly, the main limitation of modelling behavior rather than
preferences is that it becomes impossible to perform welfare analysis.

2.2 Provision of state news

We now look at the equilibrium news provision when there is only government-
run broadcasting. The game is as in the previous section except that we add
a Period 0 in which the incumbent selects the vector σ. In period 1 and 2,
the continuation equilibrium is the sincere equilibrium of Proposition 1. For
simplicity, we assume that the benefit of re-election is w = 1.

The expected payoff of the incumbent compute in period 0 is thus:

π (σ) =
1

2
+ T

X
i

nisi − 1
2

X
i

ni (e
∗
i (s))

2 − k

2

X
i

σ2i . (1)

We show

Proposition 2 If there is only state television,

σ∗i = max

Ã
0,min

Ã
niĥi

niĥ2i + k
T, 1

!!
,

where ĥi ≡ hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄).
Coverage σ∗i is increasing in the size of the group ni, the quality of enter-

tainment ε̄, and the informational incumbency advantage T . It is decreasing
in the share of news lovers hi and the cost of news production k.

Proof. Take first-order conditions on (1):

Tniĥi − niĥ
2
iσi − kσi = 0,

or

σi =
niĥi

niĥ2i + k
T.

To understand Proposition 2, consider first the simple case in which
producing news programs is costless (k = 0):

4As there is a continuum of voters, one may assume that a selfish voter would not
watch the news unless he actually derives direct utility from doing so.
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Corollary 3 If k = 0 and the constraint σ∗i ∈ [0, 1] is not binding,

σ∗i =
T

ĥi
,

and si = T in every group i.

First, notice that the level of coverage is proportional to the informa-
tional incumbency advantage T (which was discussed earlier). From the
incumbent’s viewpoint, increasing coverage is beneficial because it increases
the probability of re-election and it is costly because it increases equilibrium
effort. This tradeoff depends on T .

Also, if cost is not an issue, the government selects coverage to equalize
the share of informed voters in every socio-economic group. As the cost
of effort is covex, the incumbent prefers to avoid facing heterogeneously
informed groups. He would have to provide high levels of public goods to
the informed ones and low levels to the uninformed ones. To achieve the
information equalization goal, the government selects a coverage vector that
un-does the heterogeneity in taste. A group i receives a coverage σ∗i which
is inversely proportional to its share of news lovers hi.

If news production cost is positive, things become more complicated.
The government stops short of full information equalization. Groups with
a high share of news lovers hi or with a large size ni get a higher coverage
level because the per capita cost of reaching viewers is lower. Still, the
main message of Proposition 2 is that the incumbent pursues information
equalization.

2.3 Introducing commercial television

We now see what happens when the state monopoly on broadcasting is
broken.

Commercial television provides news and entertainment. For simplicity,
we assume that there are two commercial channels, one specializing in news
and the other in entertainment. Let γi ∈ [0, 1] be the coverage of the
commercial news broadcast for socio-economic group i, and let εi ∈ [0, 1]
be the coverage of the commercial entertainment broadcast. As before, σi
denotes the state news coverage. The coverage cost functions for the two
commericial broadcasters are respectively kc

2 γ
2
i and

ke
2 ε

2
i . The parameters

kc and ke may be larger or smaller than the production cost parameter for
state news: k.

As before, there are news lovers and entertainment lovers. A news lover
watches state news with probability σi and commercial news with probabil-
ity γi. As it will become clear in a moment, there is no risk that σi+γi > 1.

An entertainment lover now has two sources of entertainment: the ex-
ogenous source, which he is interested in with probability ε̄, and the com-
mercial channel, which he watches with probability εi. Again, it will soon
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become clear that ε̄ + εi ≤ 1. If an entertainment lover did not find
an entertainment source, he will consider watching news programs. The
probabilities that he watches state and commercial news are respectively
(hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄− εi))σi and (hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄− εi)) γi.

The payoffs of the two commercial broadcasters depend on how many
viewers they attract and on their per capita income. We assume that thsi
dependence is linear. The payoff of the commercial news station is

πc =
X
i

µ
ani (hi + (1− hi) (1− εi − ε̄)) γiyi −

1

2
kcγ

2
i

¶
,

and the payoff of the entertainment station is

πe =
X
i

µ
ani (1− hi) yiεi − 1

2
keε

2
i

¶
.

The parameter a ≥ 0 captures the commercial viability of private media.
This may depend on technological factors such as the availability of practical
ways to charge viewers. More importantly, it depends on the regulatory
regime. The country may have laws prohibiting private broadcasting (a = 0)
or limiting it in several ways (caps on advertising, geographical diffusion,
etc).

Commercial news are assumed to be as truthful and informative as state
news.5 Thus, the share of informed voters in group i is now

si = (hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄− εi)) (σi + γi) . (2)

The government’s expected payoff is still given by (1) except that now the
share of informed voters depend on what commercial media do. Timing is
modified as follows. At period 0 each of the three broadcasters selects a
vector of coverage levels. Periods 1 and 2 are still as on page 6.

We are interested in the effect of introducing commercial television.
Specifically, we study what happens when a moves from zero to a posi-
tive but infinitesimal value. When a = 0, commercial broadcasters choose
zero coverage. As a increases, commercial television becomes viable. The
effect on voter information can be positive or negative, but the following
proposition reports a necessary and sufficient condition to determine the
sign of the effect.

Proposition 4 The introduction of commercial broadcasting increases the
share si of informed voters in group i if and only if

ĥi
kc

>
2

ke

ni (1− hi)
2

niĥ2i + k
T. (3)

5See Besley and Prat [3] for a theoretical and empirical discussion of the effect of media
ownership on media credibility.
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Proof. The first-order condition on the payoff of the entertainment broad-
caster yields

ε∗i =
a

ke
(1− hi)niyi.

For the commercial news broadcaster,

γ∗i =
a

kc
(hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄− εi))niyi

From (1), the first-order condition for the government is

d

dσi

Ã
1

2
+ T

X
i

nisi − 1
2

X
i

nis
2
i −

k

2

X
i

σ2i

!
= 0,

Using (2), we have

ni (T − si) (hi + (1− hi) (1− ε̄− εi))− kσi = 0,

which yields:

dσi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

= −ni
k

µ
ĥi

dsi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

+ (1− hi) (T − si)
dεi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

¶
Note that lima→0 ε∗i = lima→0 γ∗i = 0 and that

lim
a→0 si = lim

a→0σ
∗
i =

niĥi

niĥ2i + k
T.

Differentiating (2), we have

dsi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

= − (1− hi)σ
∗
i

dεi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

+ ĥi
dσi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

+ ĥi
dγi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

= − (1− hi)σ
∗
i

dεi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

− niĥi
k

µ
ĥi

dsi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

+ (1− hi) (T − si)
dεi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

¶
+ĥi

dγi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

.

Substituting

dγi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

=
ĥi
kc
niyi,

dεi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

=
1

ke
(1− hi)niyi,

we obtainÃ
1 +

niĥ
2
i

k

!
dsi
da

¯̄̄̄
a=0

=

Ã
− 1
ke
(1− hi)

2

Ã
σ∗i +

niĥi
k
(T − si)

!
+

ĥ2i
kc

!
niyi.
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Thus dsi
da

¯̄̄
a=0

> 0 iff

ĥ2i
kc

>
1

ke
(1− hi)

2

Ã
σ∗i +

niĥi
k
(T − si)

!
or

ĥi
kc

>
2

ke

ni (1− hi)
2

niĥ2i + k
T.

Starting from a = 0, an increase in a makes both commercial news and
commercial entertainment viable. The former increases voter information
because it reaches viewers that were not informed previously. The latter de-
creases voter information because it makes some viewers switch from news
to entertainment. The overall effect depends on several factors. Voter in-
formation is likely to go up if: (i) the cost of producing commercial news
is low (kc is small); (ii) the cost of producing entertainment is high (ke is
high); (iii) the incumbency informational advantage is small (T is low — the
incumbent had little incentive to provide news); and (iv) the cost for the
incumbent to provide news is large (k is high).

More importantly, there are group-specific effects connected to the pro-
portion of news lovers hi and the size of the group ni. Condition (3) is more
likely to hold for groups that contain many news lovers and that are small.

Corollary 5 Consider two groups i and j and let dsi
da

¯̄̄
a=0

and dsj
da

¯̄̄
a=0

be

the marginal effect of introducing commercial television for the two groups.
If hi ≥ hj and ni ≤ nj, the introduction of commercial television increases
sj only if increases si (decreases si only if it decreases sj)
Proof. The left hand side of (3) is increasing in hi. The right-hand side is
decreasing in hi and increasing in ni.

The role of hi is easy to understand (we can call it the entertainment pref-
erence effect). If a socio-economic group has more news lovers, it becomes
a profitable market for the new commercial news channel and a not-so prof-
itable market for the new entertainment channel. Hence, commercial news
coverage σi is high and entertainment coverage εi is low.

The role of ni is more subtle and it can be labelled the niche market
effect. Large socio-economic groups are enticing markets for both types of
commercial channels. Hence, both commercial news coverage and entertain-
ment coverage are high. However, recall from Proposition 2 that the state
broadcaster provides a higher coverage to large groups. Some of the viewers
that were covered by state news are entertainment lovers who now switch to
the entertainment channel. The size of this diversion effect depends on the
coverage level of state news, which in turns depends on group size. Large
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groups experience more switching from state news to commercial entertain-
ment. In other words, the competition from commercial entertainment is
stiffer exactly in those groups where state television had a stronger pres-
ence. Instead, niche groups were under-served by the state channel and
are still under-served by the two commercial broadcasters. But this means
that the growth of the private sector does not erode audience from public
television.

The two effects have opposite consequences on the degree of information
equality among voters. The entertainment preference effect exacerbates in-
equality. We know from Proposition 2 that socio-economic groups with
a low proportions of news lovers are less informed (although they get a
higher coverage because of the government’s desire to equalize information).
When commercial television begins, these groups are targeted by the en-
tertainment channel and under-served by the commercial news channel. As
a result, they become even less informed. The opposite occurs for groups
with a high proportion of news lovers. The overall effect is that information
inequality increases. A formal result in this direction can be obtained by
assuming away the role of group size. If all groups have the same size, the
introduction of commercial television must increase information inequality:

Corollary 6 Assume ni is constant across groups
¡
ni =

1
N

¢
. There exists

a threshold s̄, such that the introduction of commercial television increases
si if and only if si > s̄.

Proof. Condition 3 simplifies to

keĥi

µ
1

N
ĥ2i + k

¶
> 2

1

N
kc (1− hi)

2 T.

The only variable that depends on i is hi. The left-hand side is increasing
in hi. The right-hand side is increasing. If the condition holds for hi it must
also hold for any h

0
i > hi.

The niche market effect works in the opposite direction. Large socio-
economic groups see a sizeable proportion of viewers shift from state news
to commercial entertainment. The opposite occurs in small groups, and the
overall result is a reduction in information inequality. This conclusion can
be formalized by assuming away the first effect. If every group has the same
share of news lovers, the introduction of commercial television must decrease
information inequality:

Corollary 7 Assume hi is constant across groups (hi = h). There exists a
threshold s̃, such that the introduction of commercial television increases si
if and only if si < s̄.

Proof. Condition 3 simplifies to

hke

2kc (1− h)2 T
>

ni

niĥ2 + k
.
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The left-hand side does not depend on i. The right-hand side is increasing
in ni. If the condition holds for ni it must also hold for any n

0
i < hi.

The overall effect on information inequality depends on the relative
strength of the two effects, and it needs to be determined empirically.

3 Empirics

This section will study the effects of introducing the commercial channel
TV4 in Sweden. Television in Sweden was historically a public service TV-
monopoly, presently named Swedish Television (SVT). The organization is
similar to that of the BBC, in that the majority of the board is appointed
by the government and that and that the programming choice is indepen-
dent of direct government involvement. In 1991 a concession was given to
the privately owned station TV4 to start commercial terrestrial broadcasts.
TV4 had been broadcasting via satellite since 1990. After its introduction,
TV4 has carried less informational content than the public broadcasters
SVT. For example, in 1995, news and documentaries was 16 percent of the
programming time in SVT and 7 percent of the programming time in TV4.6

3.1 Audience composition

3.1.1 What should we expect?

Next, we discuss what types of audiences we expect will be attracted to
commercial and state TV. Advertisers pay more for ads that reaches an
attractive audience, hence advertising financed media should try to attract
this type of audience. A common claim is that people who are young, rich,
and female are more valuable to advertisers. The claimed reason is that
the rich have higher purchasing power, that the young have not yet formed
rigid purchasing patterns, and that women carry out a large share of the
household purchases.

Rather than to take these assertions at face value, we study how the
advertisement revenues per reader in Swedish local newspapers vary with the
characteristics of the readers. The data on advertising revenues contains 99
Swedish local newspapers advertising revenues in 1994. This is merged with
data on newspaper reader characteristics provided by Orvesto. This data is
used by the newspapers when selling advertisements. Their original sample
contains around 20 000 individuals aged between 17 and 80. We do not have
access to the individual level data, but only the share respondents who said
they read newspaper A and had personal income B, etc. Unfortunately,
the data available to us does not include gender although this is part of the
original data set.

6Source Svenskt TV-utbud 1996. Granskningsnämnden för radio och tv.
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A regression of advertisement revenue per reader on reader character-
istics is shown below. The dependent variable, aj , is the advertisement
revenue per reader of newspaper j. The reader characteristics are the share
readers aged 17-35, young, a group which comprises 31 percent of the sam-
ple, and the share readers with household income above SEK 300 000, rich,
a group which comprises 36 percent of the sample.

log(aj) = 5.5
(0.8)

+ 5.5
(1.7)

young + 3.2
(1.6)

rich, N = 99.

Conforming with conventional wisdom, we find advertising revenues per
reader to be higher for newspapers with a younger and richer audience.
An increase in the share young by one percent is associated with advertise-
ment revenues per reader increasing by 5.5 percent, and an increase in the
share rich increases advertisement revenue per reader by 3.2 percent.

In case of state TV, it is likely that programs will be shaped to the taste of
politically strong groups. To get predictions for what audience government
TV would attract, we need to determine what individual characteristics
are related to political strength. The measure of political strength that we
will use is participation in elections, ti. In a more general model political
strength would also depend on features such as the share of marginal voters
and whether the voters are organized in lobby groups but we do not have
data on these characteristics.

To determine some characteristics related to political strength, we regress
voter turnout in the 1994 national election on the share aged below 35 and
the share with a personal income of more than SEK 160 000.

ti = .86
(.01)
− .041
(.011)

young + .057
(.011)

rich, N = 3341.

Not surprisingly, the young are less likely to vote and the rich more likely
to vote. Being young lowers the probability of turnout by 4 percent. Being
rich increases the probability of turnout by 6 percent.

Comparing the incentives of state and commercial TV, the prediction is
clear regarding age: commercial TV should favor the commercially attractive
young and government controlled media favor the politically strong old. It
is less clear regarding income and gender. Critics of commercial TV have
argued that the advertisement finance would induce the commercial TV
to only cater to the affluent. We find that this is correct. However, it is
doubtful whether the situation will be different under government control.
Politicians in fact prefers a similar bias since the affluent are also politically
stronger.
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3.1.2 What do we find?

Next we study the audiences of TV4 and SVT. The data set we use is the
Swedish Election study. This is a rotating panel of around 3000 Swedish
voters. The rotating panel design means that the same individuals are in-
terviewed in two consecutive elections. For example, half of the sample in
1988 were also interviewed in 1985 while the other half were also interviewed
in 1991.

We will look at the change that took place between the last election
before the entry of TV4 (1988) and the first election after the entry of TV4
(1991). The people who were interviewed both in 1988 and 1991 are split
into two groups. The 692 individuals who only watch SVT news both in 1988
and 1991 are called SVT viewers. The 360 individuals who only watched
SVT news in 1988, but who started watching TV4 news in 1991 are called
TV4 viewers.

1988 1991 N
TV4 viewers watched only SVT news watched TV4 news (360)
SVT viewers watched only SVT news watched only SVT news (692)

The characteristics of the audiences of TV4 and SVT are reported in
Table 1 and Figure 2 below. The reported characteristics are from 1988,
that is, before the introduction of TV4. The advertisement-financed TV4

Table 1: Viewer group means
age income sex voted

TV4 viewers 40.1 99000 0.45 0.89
(0.9) (3000) (0.03) (0.02)

SVT viewers 44.9 105000 0.45 0.91
SVT viewers (0.6) (2000) 0.02 (0.01)
p-value, same means 0 0.10 0.87 0.34
(Standard errors in parenthesis.)

Figure 1:

attracted a younger audience. Interestingly, TV4 also attracted a slightly
poorer audience than SVT. This may be an indication that the rich have a
relatively stronger value to politicians than to advertisers. The SVT viewers
voted more on average although the difference is not significant.

The people who started watching news in TV4 were not well informed,
high news consumers in 1988, see Figure 3. In fact, the correlation between
reported TV4 news watching in 1988 and news watching in 1991 is basically
zero. The graph to the left below plots the mean reported TV4 news watch-
ing by the reported news watching in 1991. Apparently, TV4 news reached
groups who were previously not exposed to TV news. The graph to the
right shows the share correct answers to the political questions in 1988 and
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Figure 3: Relation between TV4 news watching 1991, and initial (1988)
levels of TV news watching and knowledge

reported hours watching TV4 in 1991. People who were less informed than
average in 1988 had higher average levels of TV4 news watching in 1991.

3.2 The effects of TV4 on knowledge, information and turnout

It also seems that the TV4 viewers did not, to a significant extent, substitute
away from watching SVT news. The total number of viewing hours increased
more among the TV4 viewers than among those who stayed with SVT.
From 1988 to 1991, TV4 viewers increased their average reported hours of
news watching per week from 8.0 to 9.6, while news watching among SVT
viewers was roughly constant (it went from 7.8 to 7.9 hours a week). The
difference remains basically the same, and significant at one percent level
when controlling for age, income, sex and residence location; see Table 2,
column 1. More precisely, the regressions include a complete set of dummy
variables for ages 18,19,...,80. There are three dummy variables for income:
below the 33 percentile (incomed1), between the 33rd and 66th percentile
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(incomed2), and above the 66 percentile (incomed3, excluded). A dummy
variable for gender (sex), which takes the value 1 if the respondent is female
is included. Finally, four dummy variables indicate whether the respondent
lives in a rural area (locd1), a small town (locd2), a towns or city (locd3),
or Stockholm, Göteborg or Malmö (locd4, excluded).

Table 2.
Depedent variable: Changes in newswatching, knowledge and turnout 1988-1991
dependent variable ∆ newswatching ∆ knowledge ∆ voted
TV4 viewer 1.40** .031* .0475*

(.25) (.013) (.023)

sex -.26 -.008 -.023
(.23) (.012) (.022)

locd1 -.42 -.039 .048
(.40) (.020) (.036)

locd2 -.16 -.056** .034
(.37) (.019) (.034)

locd3 -.15 -.024 .014
(.33) (-.016) (.030)

incomed1 .42 .033** -.052
(.32) (.016) (.029)

incomed2 .40 -.006 -.046
(.27) (.013) (.025)

constant .20 .030 .024
(.33) (.017) (.030)

age dummy variables yes yes yes
R2 0.09 0.10 0.09
# observations 1008 1045 1045
OLS estimates. Standard errors in parenthesis.
*Denotes significance at 1 percent level. **Denotes significance at 5 percent level.

Figure 4:

Next, we study how knowledge about political matters was influenced
by the start of TV4. The measure of knowledge we use is the number of
correct answers to questions regarding politicians and policy. One type of
question asks the respondents to identify the party of particular politicians.
The 1988 SES contained 5 such questions and the 1991 SES contained 6.
The other type are true/false questions such as "Today’s sick benefit is 90
percent of income for most people." (true) and "The rate of unemployment
in Sweden today is less than 5 percent." (true). The 1988 survey contained
5 such questions and the 1991 contained 7. The questions are listed in the
data appendix. Between 1988 and 1991, respondents who started watching
TV4 news increased their average number of correct answers from 44 to 52
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percent, while the respondents who stayed with SVT did not improve their
scores at all (51 percent correct in both years). Including controls, being a
TV4 viewer is associated with a 3 percent higher increase in correct answers
relative to the SVT viewers. The difference is significant at the 5 percent
level, see table 2.

Finally, we examine whether political participation was also influenced
by the start of TV4. Voter turnout may be increasing in the amount of
information about politics that the respondent has. The direct measure
of information provided by the SES is admittedly coarse, by also studying
how watching TV-news correlates with voter turnout, we hope to capture a
deeper knowledge about politics and perhaps interest in politics which is not
captured by the direct measure of information. The dependent variable used
is whether the respondent voted in the election. The data are from official
vote registers and not based on the respondents survey answers. From 1988
to 1991, the share TV4 viewers who voted increased from 89 to 93 percent,
while the share SVT viewers increased from 91 to 92 percent. After including
controls in a linear probability model of vote choice (OLS), TV4 viewers are
estimated to have increased their voter turnout probability by 5 percent
relative to that of the SVT viewers. The difference is significant at the 5
percent level, see Table 2.

3.2.1 Results in subsamples

We will now study the effect of being a TV4-viewer in subsamples. This is
done for two reasons, to test some auxiliary hypotheses about the size of
the effect and to test the robustness of the result. First, suppose that the
effect of being a TV4 viewer on, for example, voter turnout is driven by
the information provided in the newscasts. Then the effect should be larger
among people who had low levels of knowledge and who watched little news
in 1988. Since the young also have smaller initial knowledge, the effect
may also be larger among the group of young. Second, suppose that people
who were less knowledgeable in 1988 for some reason increased their levels
of knowledge or turnout between 1988 and 1991 more than other people.
Since these groups are overrepresented among the TV4 viewers, a positive
correlation between being a TV4 viewer and knowledge and voter turnout
may arise. If this is the case, then the correlation should disappear when
we look into subsamples of people with similar levels of initial knowledge.

First we study the sub-sample of respondents who had a less than average
share correct number of answers in 1988. As can be seen in Table 3, the effect
of being a TV4 viewer is stronger in this subsamples than in the full sample.
This is also generally true of the subsamples of people who had watched less
TV-news than average in 1988 and who were younger than 35 in 1988. The
exception being that the change in knowledge is not significantly correlated
with being a TV4-viewer in the subsample of respondents who watched less
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news than average in 1988. Note that the estimated effect on voter turnout
probabilities are very large, around 10 percent.

Table 3. Low 1988 knowledge-subsample
Depedent variable: Changes in newswatching, knowledge and turnout 1988-1991
dependent variable ∆ newswatching ∆ knowledge ∆ voted
TV4 viewer 1.60** .066** .104*

(.48) (.022) (.046)

       
R2 0.20 0.24 0.20
# observations 362 399 399
OLS estimates. Standard errors in parenthesis.
*Denotes significance at 1 percent level. **Denotes significance at 5 percent level.

Figure 5:

Table 4. Low 1988 TVnews-watching subsample
Depedent variable: Changes in newswatching, knowledge and turnout 1988-1991
dependent variable ∆ newswatching ∆ knowledge ∆ voted
TV4 viewer 1.67** -.007 .093*

(.41) (.022) (.046)

       
R2 0.23 0.15 0.19
# observations 365 365 365
OLS estimates. Standard errors in parenthesis.
*Denotes significance at 1 percent level. **Denotes significance at 5 percent level.

Figure 6:

Table 5. Young subsample <35 in 1988
Depedent variable: Changes in newswatching, knowledge and turnout 1988-1991
dependent variable ∆ newswatching ∆ knowledge ∆ voted
TV4 viewer 1.78** .042 .086

(.44) (.021) (.045)

       
R2 0.10 0.08 0.09
# observations 343 361 361
OLS estimates. Standard errors in parenthesis.
*Denotes significance at 1 percent level. **Denotes significance at 5 percent level.

Figure 7:
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4 Appendix: Pivotal Voting

We now assume that voters choose the candidate they prefer (or they ab-
stain/randomize) conditional on their vote being pivotal. Pivotal voting can
have dramatic effects in models of voting under incomplete information. As
Feddersen and Pesendorfer [5], pivotal voting can lead to perfect information
aggregation, namely the outcome of the election if voters have private infor-
mation is the same that would arise if the private information of all voters
were revealed before the vote. Conditioning on being pivotal, provides vot-
ers with a sufficient statistics on other voters’ information. That is why the
resulting equilibrium aggreagets private information perfectly. Clearly, the
possibility of information aggregation through voting is crucial in a model
of mass communication. If that is possible, then perhaps it is sufficient to
inform a small proportion of the electorate.

However, as we shall see, full information aggregation through voting
is not possible here. As Feddersen and Pesendorfer [5] stress, their results
are only valid if voters are uncertain over a one-dimensional variable, and
here we have two dimensions: preference η + βj and ability θ. Pivotal
voting works when the event of being pivotal provides a sufficient statistics
on the information of the electorate, but that is not possible with multiple
dimensions because being pivotal does not provide a sufficient statistics for
the other voters information.

In this section we prove two statements. The first results is negative and
general: there does not exist a pivotal equilibrium with full information ag-
gregation. The second result is positive but, unfortunately, more specialized.
If voters have linear utility, we can characterize the set of pivotal equilibria.
Under certain conditions, the pivotal equilibrium is identical to the sincere
equilibrium of Propostion 1.
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We begin with the negative result. If voters are fully informed about the
incumbent (and they vote optimally), they should re-elect the incumbent
if and only the utility associated with the incumbent is at least as high as
the expected utility associated with the challenger. We take this to be the
outcome of a full information election and we show that it cannot be the
outcome of our model under pivotal voting:

Proposition 8 Assume pivotal voting. For any s > 0 and any w ∈ (−∞,∞),
there is no equilibrium in which the incumbent is elected if and only if

θ + η ≥ E [v (θc)] .

Proof. Suppose that a pivotal equilibrium exists in which the incumbent is
re-elected if and only if

θ + η ≥ E [v (θc)] .

Given the above condition, votes are pivotal when θ and η are such that

θ + η = E [v (θc)] .

If θ + η = E [v (θc)], an informed voter j who has observed θ and zj votes
for the incumbent if and only if

θ + zj ≥ E [v (θc)] .

Substituting for θ + η = E [v (θc)], this shows that voter j votes for the
incumbent if and only if

βj ≥ 0.
As βj is distributed symmetrcally around zero, informed voters are equally
split between the incumbent and the challenger.

Conditional on being pivotal, an uninformed voter j who has observed
zj votes for the incumbent if and only if

E
£
θ + η + βj |θ + η = E [v (θc)] , η + βj = zj

¤ ≥ E [v (θc)] .

But

E
£
θ + η + βj |θ + η = E [v (θc)] , η + βj = zj

¤
= zj +E

£
θ|θ + η = E [v (θc)] , η + βj = zj

¤
= zj +E

£
θ|θ + η = E [v (θc)] , η + βj = zj

¤
= zj +E

£
E [v (θc)]− η|η + βj = zj

¤
= zj +E [v (θc)]−E

£
η|η + βj = zj

¤
Uninformed voter j votes for the incumbent if and only if

zj ≥ E
£
η|η + βj = zj

¤
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But the latter condition is true if and only if zj ≥ 0.
To summarize: if votes are pivotal (θ+ η = E [v (θc)]), then an informed

voter selects the incumbent if and only if βj ≥ 0 and an uninformed voter
selects the incumbent if and only if η + βj ≥ 0. But this leads to a con-
tradiction: If η 6= 0, the vote share of the incumbent is not 12 and therefore
votes are not pivotal.

Informed voters are who vote The vote of an uninformed voter is pivotal
if Suppose all uninformed voters abstain. Then, votes are pivotal if

η = −θ

But in this case

E
£
θ + η + βj |η = −θ, η + βj = zj

¤
= E

£
βj |η = −θ, η + βj = zj

¤
which is strictly greater (smaller) than zero if and only if zj > (<) 0. Then,
for almost every zj an uninformed pivotal voter strictly prefers voting to
abstaining – contradiction.

Proposition 8 depends on the multidimensionality of voter information.
If information is perfectly aggregated, votes are pivotal when θ and η are
such that:

θ + η = E [v (θc)] . (4)

Given (4), informed voters are split in half: those with a positive βj prefer
the incumbent, those with a negative βj prefer the challenger. The problem
is that uninformed voters are not split in half. Uninformed voter j knows
(4) and knows that η + βj = zj . If zj > 0, the uninformed voter computes
(correctly)

E
£
θ + η + βj

¤
> 0,

and she strictly prefers the incumbent. She therefore strictly prefers vot-
ing for the incumbent to any other voting strategy including abstention.
Similarly, an uninformed voter with zj < 0 strictly prefers to vote for the
challenger. But zj depends on the systemic shock η which is almost always
different from zero. If η > (<)0, a majority of uninformed voters observes
zj > (<)0 and they vote for the incumbent (the challenger). This creates
a contradiction because for almost every pair (θ, η) satisfying (4) votes are
not split in half and therefore they are not pivotal.

If an uninformed voter observed βj and η separately, she would be able
to infer her payoff θ + η + βj from the knowledge that her vote is pivotal.
She would vote for the incumbent if and only if βj > 0 and uninformed
votes would wash out. But because she only observes zj , she can only make
partial inference.

Let us now turn to the positive, but less general, result. Suppose that v
is linear.We can show that:
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Proposition 9 If v is linear and at least half of the voters are informed (s >
1
2), the equilibrium with pivotal voting is identical to the equilibrium with
sincere voting. In particular, an uninformed voter votes for the incumbent
if and only if zj ≥ 0.

Proof. An informed voter knows already everything and he learns nothing
from the fact that he is pivotal. Therefore, he votes in the same way in the
sincere and in the pivotal case. he votes for the incumbent if and only if

βj + η ≥ −θ
(note that T = 0 when v is linear). Instead an uninformed voter learns from
being pivotal that

η = −θ
X
i

nisi = −θs

or
θ = −η

s

As θ ∈ £−12t, 12 t¤ this also implies η ∈ £−12st, 12st¤. As all the variables are
uniformly distributed, the uninformed voter computes

E
h
θ|βj + η = zj , θ = −η

s

i
= E

·
−η
s
|βj + η = zj , η ∈

·
−1
2
st,
1

2
st

¸¸
= −1

s
E

·
η|βj + η = zj , η ∈

·
−1
2
st,
1

2
st

¸¸
Note that

E

·
η|βj + η = zj , η ∈

·
−1
2
st,
1

2
st

¸¸
=


2zj+B−st

4 if zj ∈
£−12B − 1

2st,−12B + 1
2st
¤

0 if zj ∈
£−12B + 1

2st,
1
2B − 1

2st
¤

2zj−B+st
4 if zj ∈

£
1
2B − 1

2st,
1
2B +

1
2st
¤

Therefore, the uninformed voter who is pivotal prefers the incumbent if and
only if

E
h
θ|βj + η = zj , θ = −η

s

i
+E

h
βj + η|βj + η = zj , θ = −η

s

i
≥ E [θci ]

which can be rewritten as

−1
s
E

·
η|βj + η = zj , η ∈

·
−1
2
st,
1

2
st

¸¸
+ zj ≥ 0

which in turn corresponds to
zj ≥ 1

s
2zj+B−st

4 if zj ∈
£−12B − 1

2st,−12B + 1
2st
¤

zj ≥ 0 if zj ∈
£−12B + 1

2st,
1
2B − 1

2st
¤

zj ≥ 1
s
2zj−B+st

4 if zj ∈
£
1
2B − 1

2st,
1
2B +

1
2st
¤
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If s > 1
2 , we can write

zj ≥ B−st
2(2s−1) if zj ∈

£−12B − 1
2st,−12B + 1

2st
¤

zj ≥ 0 if zj ∈
£−12B + 1

2st,
1
2B − 1

2st
¤

zj ≥ −B+st
2(2s−1) if zj ∈

£
1
2B − 1

2st,
1
2B +

1
2st
¤

But zj ∈
£−12B − 1

2st,−12B + 1
2st
¤
implies zj < B−st

2(2s−1) and zj ∈
£
1
2B − 1

2st,
1
2B +

1
2st
¤

implies zj ≥ −B+st
2(2s−1) . Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition for a

pivotal uninformed voter to re-elect the incumbent collapses to

zj ≥ 0,

which proves the statement.
Suppose that an informed voter j votes for the incumbent if and only if

βj +η ≥ −θ, and an uninformed voter j votes for the incumbent if and only
if zj ≥ 0. Votes are pivotal if θ and η are such that

θ = −η
s
.

Now, check whether the voting behavior is optimal under pivotal voting.
Clearly, the informed voterss strategy is a best response because they are
already choosing the candidate they prefer under full information. Instead,
things are more complex for uninformed voters who try to infer θ from
knowing z and from knowing that they are pivotal. As it turns out, if s > 1

2 ,

E
h
θ + βj + η|βj + η = zj , θ = −η

s

i
≥ 0

if and only if zj ≥ 0. Uninformed voter j votes for the incumbent if and only
if zj ≥ 0. But then the voting strategy of both informed and uninformed
corresponds to sincere voting.

If there are too many uninformed voters (s < 1
2), it may not be a best

response for uninformed voter j to vote for the incumbent if and only if
zj ≥ 0. Some degree of rational abstention may be optimal. The resulting
equilibria are hard to characterize but Proposition 8 gurantees that they
cannot involve full abstention.
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